This study discusses analyzes a character of Erin Gruwel in the movie Freedom Writers, this study are aims find the character of Erin Gruwel, analyze the prominent characteristics of Erin Gruwel, and to find out interesting things belongs to Erin Gruwel in the movie Freedom Writers, this research used qualitative research, the method in this research used descriptive, the writer taked the data source from movie freedom writers and documents, the data analyzed by watching the movie, understood the movie, and writing the character and characteristic of the main character "Erin Gruwel" in the notes. The results of this study are the writer find the characters of Erin Gruwel, based on types there are 10 type character among other (protagonist, antagonist, underdog, sidekick, major, minor) based on role, (Round, flat, static, dynamic) based on personality. Of the main character "Erin Gruwel" in which there are 2 types of characters in roles and personalities including the protagonist and round character. Then the types of characteristics there are 3 include; (Psychotism, Extraversion, and Neuroticism) the writer find the most prominent characteristic of the main character is extraversion. And the last the writer see from role and personality well that behavior, attitude, and habits writer find interest thing belongs Erin Gruwel.